
Cross-Cloud Data Fabric
Cloud-Scale, Flash-Native, Global  

Distributed File System



Traditional storage infrastructure has become the fundamental bottleneck to performance, 
business process agility, and cost. Enterprises want all the things they love about the public 
cloud available to their on-premises and hybrid cloud solutions – across container, VM, and 
bare metal workloads. Advantages such as elastic infrastructure. A self-service model for 
users. Consumption-based pricing. Ultimately, enterprises are disappointed to learn this 
kind of efficiency is impossible with traditional storage arrays, hyperconverged appliances, 
and the first generation of SDS.
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For decades, data has been stored in the same way: 
locked inside physical storage arrays. That leaves 
most users who are trying to access data limited to 
their specific site, virtualization stack, and storage 
silo. Your infrastructure has become a network 
of disjointed and inefficient storage islands, 
geographically spread across the enterprise. Even 
worse, most block and object storage limit any real 
user self service and application intelligence.

While many hoped the advent of “the cloud” would solve the problem, each cloud has 
ultimately turned out to be just another island. IT admins currently are making colossal 
efforts to connect islands, to “lift and shift” their data and workloads dynamically. But 
their efforts run aground, and they still struggle with the massive overhead, unhappy 
users, and compromised business processes. It’s time to free your data. It’s time to 
empower your DevBizOps teams with an environment primed for analytics  
and applications.

The Traditional Storage Approach Is Holding You Back Each Cloud Is Just Another (Bigger) Island!

Your Data Is 
Trapped In 
Infrastructure
And Stranded 
On Islands



Elastifile frees IT admins from having to micromanage confined storage islands, so they
can start focusing on what matters most: managing the data. No more SLA concerns 
regarding performance or availability, on-premises or in-cloud. Gone are the tedious
infrastructure hassles. By having Elastifile unify all storage islands into a single data 
fabric, IT admins can now simply manage and control data on an organizational scale, 
with all the elastic advantages of hyperscale and public IaaS. Elastifile is here to make 
 you look like a data hero.

As a cloud-scale distributed file system,  
on-premises and in-cloud, Elastifile’s data fabric is 
seamlessly accessible from anywhere in the world, 
allowing users to integrate and collaborate with 
the data as if it’s stored locally. With flash-native, 
scale-out performance, every workload’s data is 
now available to use without needing to ask for it, 
wait for it, or copy it across the network. How do 
we do it? It’s simple: no-compromise performance, 
enterprise-class file data services, and true 
software-only flexibility.

When data and applications can move freely across sites and clouds, business users 
can now collaborate for truly agile and dynamic workflows. Imagine cloud-integrated 
analytics, follow-the-sun DevOps, geo-clustering across ROBO sites, and dynamic  
multi-site ILM. This is about way more than “storage”.

From Storage Zookeeper To Data Hero Free Your Data. Free Your Business.

Say Hello To 
The Cross-Cloud 
Data Fabric
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A Single Global Namespace The Next Generation Of Software Defined Storage

As a cloud-scale distributed file system, deployable on premises and in the cloud, Elastifile 
creates a true global namespace that is seamlessly accessible from anywhere. This allows 
users to integrate and collaborate with the data as if it’s stored locally. With flash-native, 
scale-out performance, every workload’s data is now available to use without delay.

Software-Only. 
Hardware-Agnostic. 
It’s A Data Democracy. 

“No Compromise”, 
Linearly Scalable 
Performance

Pay-As-You-Grow, 
Subscription Pricing

Any Workload. 
Bring It On!

VM

Meet true BYOH. Elastifile is 
completely infrastructure-agnostic, 
freeing admins from legacy vendor  
lock-ins and allowing them to 
pick any hardware, cloud, or 
environment. It’s time for a new 
data democracy.

ECFS clusters can be easily 
expanded to incorporate additional 
resources and/or service more 
applications and users. As cluster 
sizes expand, performance scales 
linearly to coincide with the added 
resources, delivering a reliable, 
highly flexible, cost-effective data 
management platform.

Unlike most traditional storage
products, Elastifile offers economic
options aligned to the business
and budgetary requirements of
modern enterprises. Elastifile
enables customers to minimize
non-essential CAPEX and move  
to flexible, OPEX-centric 
consumption-based pricing.

Elastifile delivers the performance, 
consistency, and elastic scalability 
necessary to support the broad 
spectrum of enterprise workloads. 
Designed to support mixed 
workloads while meeting the 
needs of challenging hybrid cloud 
environments - with their many apps, 
many users, many files - Elastifile 
eliminates the need for siloed, 
workload-specific storage solutions.

BARE METAL 
SERVERS

MANAGED SERVICE 
PROVIDER

PUBLIC CLOUD

VM VM VM

VM VM VM

ELASTIFILE’S 
CROSS-CLOUD DATA FABRIC 

APPLICATIONSUSERS
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Answering Any Data Need
Lift And Shift To Cloud

High-Performance Computing

Stateful Containers Cloud-Integrated Analytics

Many IT organizations look to the public cloud to offload some of their infrastructure burden. However,  

the “lift and shift” of data and applications to the public cloud is not always an easy or efficient task.

Elastifile CloudConnect delivers fast and cost-effective lift and shift by providing smooth transfer of  

on-premises data to the cloud, while minimizing storage requirements. CloudConnect automatically 

compresses and deduplicates data to create a space-efficient, cloud-based object store, thus lowering  

overall costs.

In addition, cloud-based data is directly accessible via a POSIX-compliant Elastifile file system, enabling 

legacy applications to run seamlessly in the cloud, with no refactoring or modifications required.

In performance-intensive HPC applications, effectively sharing and managing data between multiple 

parallel users and/or applications is often a challenge.  As a result, the underlying file services play  

a critical role in achieving timely, accurate results. 

Elastifile accelerates HPC applications by providing scalable, high-performance file services that 

seamlessly aggregate data and applications into a single global namespace, accessible from anywhere.

Elastifile delivers the parallelism and high, consistent IOPS required to support rapid, randomized 

reading and writing of many small files. Elastifile also provides the high, consistent bandwidth and 

scalable capacity required to support access to very large files.

As containers have gained popularity within enterprise environments, the ability to provide seamless, 

scalable data persistence has become key to enabling their expanded adoption.

Elastifile enables containerized applications to persist data within a shared namespace across any number 

of server or cloud nodes, thus allowing traditional “stateful” applications to also leverage the advantages  

of containers.

  
Elastifile enhances the robustness of container infrastructure by enabling instantaneous, stateful 

container migration, thus providing resilience against node failure and enabling load-balancing. 

In addition, since persisted data resides within Elastifile’s single, global namespace, containerized 

applications can all seamlessly share data between them.

With many enterprises operating across multiple 

environments and/or geographic locations, their 

data sets often become isolated within fragmented 

storage silos, making global analysis  

very challenging.

Elastifile enables the seamless aggregation of  

cross-site data in the cloud, enabling enterprises 

to easily leverage powerful, cloud-based analytic 

tools and resources across global data sets.  

 
In addition, Elastifile’s single global namespace 

provides instantaneous visibility to analytic 

results to all users and applications in all 

locations, thus enabling enterprises to rapidly 

achieve important insights that inform critical 

business decisions. 

APPLICATION #1 APPLICATION #2 APPLICATION #3 APPLICATION #N

ELASTIFILE

CLOUD 
FILE SYSTEM
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NO MODS 
REQUIRED

ELASTIFILE

CLOUD 
FILE SYSTEM

 

SHARED STATE FOR ALL INSTANCES
ELASTIFILE

CLOUD 
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SINGAL GLOBAL NAMESPACE

SITE #2SITE #1 SITE #3

PUBLIC CLOUD

ELASTIFILE

CLOUD 
FILE SYSTEM
 

SITE #1 SITE #2 SITE #3

WITHOUT ELASTIFILE COMPLEX, TIME-CONSUMING COORDINATION 
BETWEEN SITES IS REQUIRED
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ON-PREMISES 
FILE SYSTEM #1

ACTIVE DATA INACTIVE DATA ON-DEMAND ACTIVE DATA 

OBJECT/CLOUD 
STORAGE CHECK OUTCHECK IN

CLOUDCONNECT

ELASTIFILE

CLOUD 
FILE SYSTEM

ECFS

Cloud-Scale,  
Distributed Architecture

Building Blocks

Elastifile Cloud File System™ (ECFS) is a software-defined data infrastructure solution designed for 
seamless and efficient management of dynamic workloads across heterogeneous environments. 
Elastifile provides the architecture needed to optimize your hybrid cloud environment,  
by facilitating  data access across cloud and on-premises boundaries - with all the advantages of 
public IAAS everywhere. A high-level architecture of ECFS is provided in the following diagram:

SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD

PRIVATE CLOUD PUBLIC CLOUD

VM VM VM

VM VM VM

vCONTROLLER

ELASTIFILE

CLOUD 
FILE SYSTEM

 

DATA CONTAINERS

VIRTUAL CONTROLLER VIRTUAL CONTROLLER CLOUDCONNECT

Data Containers

CloudConnect
Elastifile CloudConnect sets the stage for a true hybrid cloud experience by connecting on-premises 
and cloud environments for seamless extensibility and performance. Seamlessly replicate data 
containers, or collections of files within a data container, to the cloud - as well as an on-premises 
object store - in object format. CloudConnect enables a wide variety of use cases that can range 
from highly tactical, such as backup to cold storage, to highly strategic, as seen with dynamic price 
optimization between cloud vendors.

Virtual Controller
To provide seamless, shared access to
its distributed file system, ECFS deploys a
lightweight virtual controller on each of the
participating servers (on-site, across sites,
and public clouds). These virtual controllers
aggregate the servers’ flash storage
resources, present them to applications
as a POSIX-compliant global namespace
accessible from every node, and ensure
end-to-end data protection. So regardless
of where the files are physically located,
every server in the extended cluster can
access those files directly.

SSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSD

Designed For Scale

Go big or go home. Efficient scalability is essential to supporting large on-premises, cloud, and/or 

hybrid deployments. To achieve this, Elastifile was designed to avoid traditional storage bottlenecks 

and deliver seamless expansion to 1000s of nodes. Its fully distributed metadata model, supported 

by dynamic fine-grained data ownership and a high-performance consensus algorithm, delivers 

linearly scalable performance while maintaining strict consistency at scale

Designed For Flash

The era of flash is upon us. Dramatic improvements in affordability, raw performance, and

accessibility have made flash the clear choice for enterprise primary storage. However, effectively

capitalizing on flash’s potential requires a modern, purpose-built storage architecture. Elastifile was

designed for flash from the ground up, with none of the traditional shortcuts and inefficiencies that

hinder traditional storage solutions.

Designed For Noisy, Heterogeneous Environments

Stuff happens. At scale, occasional unexpected issues are inevitable. Networks slow down and 

hardware fails. To make matters worse, many environments, particularly in the cloud, employ a broad 

mix of hardware, knowable only as abstract virtual servers. To cope with these noisy, heterogeneous, 

real-world environments, Elastifile makes real-time adjustments based on the availability and 

performance of the underlying infrastructure.

Designed For Self Service

Applications care about data, not storage. That realization is crucial to the design and delivery

of effective, self service solutions. To manage data efficiently while delivering self-service, a file

system the optimal solution. Files deliver the metadata context required to make intelligent, 

automated storage-level decisions, while also remaining accessible to both applications and  

end-users.

SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD

VIRTUAL CONTROLLERVIRTUAL CONTROLLER

SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD

VIRTUAL CONTROLLER VIRTUAL CONTROLLER

DATA CONTAINERS

At the heart of the Elastifile Cloud File 
System is the concept of data containers. A
data container is an abstraction enabling
logical persistent groupings of files within
a namespace. These logical groupings can
then be managed, accessed, and moved
between sites as desired. They can be
distinctly monitored, associated with
distinct policies, assigned quotas, etc.
As a result, ECFS is able to seamlessly
leverage data containers in usage-specific
domains (e.g., for snapshots, replication,
and/or disaster recovery) and in cross-site,
cross-cloud, multi-workload use cases.
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Case Study - Linfosys Case Study - ITandTEL

Linfosys Reduces Cost 70% While Backup Time 
Drops By 6X

ITandTEL Increases Performance By 400% And 
QoS 10X

Company Description
Linfosys is an international managed service 

provider (MSP) that supplies small office/home 

office (SOHO) customers with complete solutions 

for IT automation and outsourcing. They also 

created OnView, a hyper-growth SaaS business

that provides personal financial management.

Key Challenges
• Storage costs were too high as they grew, and their

legacy NetApp arrays forced them to invest in capacity

costs too far ahead of their actual service demands

• Silos created serious reliability concerns and Linfosys

wanted to eliminate risk of downtime

• Creating new or improved services meant investing

in new hardware or other costly adjustments to the

existing infrastructure

• Their OnView SaaS user experience struggled with

poor latency

Company Description  
As the hosting services division of the Austrian 

utility company eww ag, ITandTEL delivers high 

capacity IT and cloud services to a broad range 

of European enterprises, including automotive, 

supermarket chains, and more.

Key Challenges 
• Block-based infrastructure slowed performance and

made it difficult to consolidate diverse workloads

and offer new services

• Difficult to migrate high-SLA workloads to critical

new technologies, such as containerization and

public cloud integration, to modernize and speed

up their application services

• Traditional storage was impeding their business

growth, especially hosted and cloud-based services

Solution  
Elastifile’s software-defined, scale-out distributed 

file system created a unified data infrastructure to 

support Linfosys’ expanding services and customer 

base in the most cost-effective way.

Benefits 
• 70% cost reduction (CAPEX + OPEX)

• Hyperconverged deployment model enabled seamless

integration and scaling out of storage and

compute resources

• CloudConnect for cross-site migration and

object tiering

• 6x reduction in backup and maintenance times

 • Built-in high availability ensured no single points of

failure or data losses

• Future-proofed their business by enabling flexible

expansion, independent of infrastructure, sites,

and clouds

Solution  
Elastifile, recommended by eww ITandTEL’s 

advisory partner sigmavista, delivered the 

performance and flexibility required to expand  

the business and implement new services, 

including seamless migration to  production 

stateful containers.

Benefits 
• 4x improvement in service performance

• 10x improvement in QoS

• Safely consolidated and elastically developed mixed

workloads and massive scale

• Enabled containerization for production databases

and business applications, and integration across

public clouds, to support new high-growth services

You have the happy customers, the 
easy implementation, a lot of  
headaches gone ... You have the 
speed, the functionality,  everything  
a larger IT company needs.  
Just do it!

What was really important, of 
course, was growth … With  
block-based storage that simply 
wasn’t possible – to expand the box 
within a short time – and with  
ElastiFile the problem has been 
removed: I can make performance 
available within a very short time, 
more performance that meets  
needs, in order to keep my  
customers satisfied.Vincent Vorster 

Managing Director At Linfosys
Robert Steinerberger 
System Engineer At Eww ITandTEL 

UNIFIED DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE
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X
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Accelerated
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FAST, AGILE, 
INFRASTRUCTURE

CX

X4
Reduced

RESPONSE TIME



About Us
Elastifile is redefining the way data is stored and managed, enabling seamless deployment 

of private and hybrid cloud solutions. With enterprises and service providers facing 
increasing pressure to support both on-premises and cloud workflows, Elastifile delivers 
a revolutionary cross-cloud data fabric that unifies the data across these environments 

within the single global namespace of a global file/object system. The Elastifile data 
fabric is elastic, easy to deploy and manage, and scales out on demand. Resources are 

intelligently shared across all environments. Elastifile was founded in 2013 and is backed by 
seven market leaders from across the data center and storage industries, Battery Ventures 
  and Lightspeed Venture Partners.

2880 Lakeside Dr., Suite 228, Santa Clara, CA 95054 
info@elastifile.com | www.elastifile.com

Free Your Data.  
Free Your Business.




